This review
INTROOUCTI ON
During the next few minutes, I wi 11 at tempt to give you my assessment of the current status of the subject of iceberg water. Is it or is it not a realistic possibility worthy of serious study? This question is to some extent answered by looking around this room. Assuming that we are not as a group bereft of our senses, I think it is safe to say that we all have considered iceberg water as sufficiently possible to have devoted some time to investigating the subject. However, before I start to inflict my personal opinions upon you, I feel that it is only fai r that 1 attempt to state my particular sources of bias so that you can temper my comments with the appropriate amount of salt.
As many of you know, I was co-author wtth Bill Campbell of one of the papers (Weeks and Campbell 1973 ) that led to the present meeting. As a matter of fact, a preliminary version of that paper was first presented at this very location eleven years ago during the Glaciological Society symposium on the hydrology of g laci ers. In that presentation, we suggested that there was no apparent geophysical reason why large-scale iceberg towing to sites in the southern hemisphere could not be successful. Therefore, I Ivould clearly be pleased if iceberg water Ivere to become a reality as I coul d then lay claim to having been a very, very minor prophet. However, considering the fate that appears to befall many prophets, perhaps that is not too Ivise a goa 1. Because I Ivas involved in getting iceberg water started , I have ahvays been concerned that perhaps it Ivould not lvork, since then I would feel that it I,as all my faul t, and that I had wasted the time and effort s of a number of people. The end result is that I have a rather schizophrenic view of iceberg I'ater. I want it to succeed in that I feel that such a scheme could have a great deal to offer to certain regions of the Earth with on ly minor negative side-effects . On the other hand, I am well aware of at least some of the problems and I am always afraid of finding in the scheme a critical flaw that should have been foreseen. Because of this nagging Ivorry, I tend officially to be rather pessimistic and inclined to list difficulti es Ivhich warn the neophyte iceberg tow-er that he is facing a series of problems th at are far from routine. However, to identify problems clearly often speeds their solution. Finally, I am not currently involved in iceberg research, Ivhich presumably should provide some degree of impartiality to my comments.
A HISTORY LESSON
The origins of the idea of towing icebergs as a water source are obscure. Ice was defini tely carried from Alaska to California in the 1850s for use as a refrigerant, and small icebergs were apparently transported from southern Chi le to Valparaiso and Laguna San Rafael, and even as far north as Callao, Peru, also for use as a refrigerant. This operation has not been well -documented. It is a simple step to consider the transported ice as a source of water in addition to its cooling potential .
The modern revival of the idea should be credited to J.O . Isaacs, whose I, ork , although never published, focused on delivering Antarctic icebergs to Ivater-hungry southern Cali forni a and inspired several descriptions in the semipopular literature (BuTt 1956 l a] and lb]). The first published papers on the subject were the previous ly-mentioned Ivork of Weeks and Campbell 6 W eeks: Iceberg water : an assessment (1973) and a paper by Hult and Ostrander (1973) . These two papers were similar in that both pairs of authors saw potential advantages in largescale operations, and they both assumed that the maj or uses of such water would be for either irrigation or industrial processes, but otherwise the two works were very different . Weeks and Campbell investigated the towing of individual, unprotected icebergs to the most easily reached destinations, such as Australia and other southern hemisphere sites, while Hult and Ostrander examined the transport of trains of insulated Antarctic icebergs to sites north of the equator, specifically to southern California. The obsession of lsaacs and of Hult and Ostrander with the more difficult problem of delivering ice north of the equator was undoubtedly the result of the fact that all three were residents of southern California and were aware of its water problems.
These papers caused a flurry of articles in the press (icebergs seem to fa sc inat e journalis t s ).
Al so , several s mall, informal, s ci e ntifi c mee tings took pl ace in \; hi c h th e general i dea was di scus sed \; it h th e conclusion that it should not readily be dismissed as impOSSible even though a number of problems could be foreseen, some of which might be impossible to overcome. However, all in all, not much happened, except that a number of scientists and engineers, motivated by curiosity and skepticism, began to probe quietly into different aspects of the problem. I refer specifically to investigators such as Job, Fuhs, Josberger, and Swithinbank, and to my colleagues at CRREL, MelIor and Kovacs. This is where things would probably have stayed, bubbling quietly on the back burner, but for the interest of one man, Prince Mohammed al Faisal al Saud. Prince Mohammed had become interested in iceberg water independently. At the time he was charged with developing the water supplies of Saudi Arabia, the largest country in the world without a single perennial stream, which therefore had real big-time water problems. Compared with Saudi Arabia, southern California looked like a tropical rain forest. Could iceberg water be the answer to the Saudi water problem specifically and the Middle Eastern water problem generally (AI Faisal, in press)? Prince Mohammed intended to find out and he set about this with considerable vigor. His interest in Saudi Arabia as a delivery site caused a major shift in emphas is \;ith largely benefi cial s ide-effects. Previous dis cussions of iceberg water had stressed its application to irrigation and agro-industrial complexes, schemes that could not afford high-priced water and demanded de livery of very large icebergs. Water delivered to Saudi Arabia, however, would be used for human consumption and high technology, and could command far greater prices. This more favorable cost structure made the economic delivery of much smaller icebergs a possibility, placing the whole operation nearer to the capabilities of present technology. Saudi Arabia presented numerous other difficuI ties: long tows through hot water (necessitating complete protection of the icebergs), shallow water, reversing currents, and severe tropical storms. Jeddah may not be the most difficult site on Earth to accept de livery of an ice berg, but it cannot be far from it.
The interest and support of the Prince also s parked two meetings prior to th e meeting we are now attending. The first of these took place in Paris during the spring of 1977 and involved members of a French consulting group, CICERO, and a number of outside experts, several of whom are in this room. The exchange between the two groups was interesting and emphasi zed to me the importance of knowing real conditions on real ice bergs adrift on the high seas. Without such knowledge, reasonablesounding engineering schemes can be developed that, in fact, have no chance for success . Although the scientists were able to burst a few of the engineers ' bubbles, I shou] d point out in all fairness that the scientists were asked many simple questions about real icebergs to which they could give no adequate answers . Clearly there was a need to get people together who \;ere interested in iceberg water so that they could compare notes, es tab lish what wa s and what was not known on the subject, and decide which topics were most in need of further examination .
The second event to be supported by Prince Mohammed occurre d during the following fall at Iowa State University when a large meeting on iceberg utilization convened. Much of what I say during the remainder of this paper will be based on tile papers of the Iowa meeting (Hussein y 1978), a fascinating assortment of studies varying from hard science and engineering to di s cussions of regional, political, and legal proble ms, to near-science fiction.
Before we proceed to examine the state of the art as documented there, let us make a slight detour. Poeple who are fascinated with the possibility of iceberg water are commonly given to the delusion that only they are interested in icebergs. This is almost true where Antarctic icebergs are concerned. However, in the northern hemisphere this is far from the case. Fi rs tly, the International Ice Patrol has been chasing icebergs ever since the Ti tani c slipped beneath the waves. Thus, there is a reasonable documentation of their comings and goings and ultimate disappearance in the waters of the North Atlantic. Admittedly, Antarctic icebergs are a slightly different class of be ast, but nevertheless much can be learned from the behavior of their Arctic cousins. Secondly, oil companies, in carrying out offshore drilling in the waters off Labrador and Newfoundland, have had to contend with the very real possibility of icebergs colliding with their drill-ships and platforms. They have countered this hazard in a direct fashion by using tugs to de flect the icebergs. This interest in modi f ying the dri ft track of such icebergs, and also in forecasting the track so that one could ascertain when towin g \;as required, led to the sympos ium on iceberg dynamiCS held in St John's, Newfoundland, in 1979, the proceedings of which (Russell 1980) contain considerable information of di rect interest to the present meeting.
THE STATE OF THE ART
I will now proceed in my usual manner by discussing things backwards, th e reby in a general way placing the most important material las t. This is undoubtedly a response to the fact that the first initial of my last name, being near the end of the alphabet, always resul ted in my sitting at the back of the class.
Where are we on a number of different aspects of the iceberg-water problem? In my opinion roughly as follows: Le gal p rob l ems
As is well-known in the United States of America in 1980, one cannot have a large project without employing a similarly-sized group of lawyers. I see no reason to believe that this dictum will be avoided by an international iceberg-water project as, at first glance, it does appear to be traversing somewhat uncharted legal waters. However, it would appear that iceberg harvesting largely falls under th e law of the sea, as th e exis ting Antarctic Treaty specifically omits reference to mineral exp loit ation, therefore excluding icebergs from consideration. Besides, most pick-up sites are in international waters north of the Antarctic Treaty area. The discussions so far (Bishop 1978 , Chamoux 1978 , Burton 1978 suggest that most legal problems are tractable within established international procedures. However, it is undoubtedly wise to exp lore legal problems thoroughly as soon as operational tows appear to be a possibi li ty. If a problem must be resolved before towing can start (for instance, if it is necessary to tow through the territorial waters of a coastal state), it would be far easier to reach agreement before rather than after the fact.
In other areas where the law is "grey", it is probably wise not to ask too many questions and simply start operations.
Development of coupled projects
The immense masses of ice that are the initial products of any iceberg-towing scheme require equally large quantities of heat to convert them to water, the desired end-product. 111is giant heat sink has distinct advantages as it may be coupled with a variety of other industrial schemes that produce large quantities of waste heat to nullify both the hot and the cold aspects of the thermal pollution. A coupling of particular interest would use ice t o increase the thermal gradient in an ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) scheme. Detailed analyses of this possibility are given by Heizer (1978) and by Roberts (1978) . As Sch\verdtfeger (1979) has pointed out! a 1 km 3 iceberg has a mass of roughly 9 x 10 1 kg and represents 3 x 10 7 J of energy in a O°C environment. If this can be converted to electric power with an efficiency of 3% we produce 2.4 x 10 9 kWh which would have a value of $120 million if priced at 5~!kWh. This is a handsome profit, considering that we needed to melt the ice in the first place. Before we become too enthralled by these large figures, it is good to remember th a t these advantages are only possible if we can deliver the ice. The only help that they might provide in delivery is that one should be ab le to expend more funds on a delivery sys tem and still anticipate a profit.
Envi r onmental consequences
No appreciable environmental changes seem likely to occur on the Antarctic continent as the result of iceberg tQ\ving . Considering that the Antarctic releases 1000 km 3 of fresh water each year due to the calving of tabular icebergs, an immense towing effort would be required to make a significant reduction in the number available. Also as icebergs selected for towing have already escaped naturally from Weeks : Iceberg water : an assessment the pack-ice zone, it is only the precise location of their demise that would be affected by towing rather than their life-span. The iceberg would, of course, release a pI ume of cold water as it is towed, but it is difficult to be li eve that this woul d be more than a local effect. The largest side-effects would undoubtedly be felt in the docking and processing area. Local cooling of the surrowlding air and sea are a certainty and would probably induce fog and condensation. Considering the furnace-like climate of some of the possible deli very sites, this new environment might actually prove to be a local attraction. The largest effect would be on the marine life in the docking area. However, it mus t be remembered that even at locations where a bare iceberg could be delivered, the iceberg would have to be immediately encapsulated to entrap the melt water. As such encapsulations would isolate the cold meltwater from the surrounding warm seawater, the region affected by the low temperatures would be small. In short, the environmental effects of iceberg water do not appear to be excessive.
If other coupled projects are operated in conjunction \;ith an iceberg-water program, they might well have joint environment effects that would be l ess than if the two projects \;ere operated separately.
Processing
What does one do when the iceberg arrives? This is a major problem that will need considerable attention if iceberg water is to become a reality. There was only one paper on the s ubject at Iow a and it examined a very specialized part of the overall problem.
Probably the most useful reference at present is Weeks and Mellor (1978) who provide the basic data requirea by those who wish to know the costs associated with coring, cutting, blasting, or comminuting ice.
\'ie know that, even though ice has a low strength and a low density, it is not easy to blast as it is a most effective stress-wave attenuator. For a realistic appraisal of some of the processing difficulties, the reader is referred to the discussion by Bader (1978) who ultimately se l ected slicing the iceberg into large pieces as the l east of the evils . Weeks and Mellor (1978) , on the other hand, prefer slurry pipelines . Whatever the answer to the processing problem may be, it will probably be some combination of methods . An additional factor is, of course, the strong possibili ty of a coupled project which would have a significant effect on optimum processing methods. Certainly, we cannot let a delivered iceberg sit around and melt leisurely in the sun (perhaps hiding beneath its s e lfinduced fog bank), because it represents a large investment.
It should also be noted that, because of its great draft, th e iceberg would not be able to reach a safe harbor at most si tes. Instead it woul d ground far out to s ea.
For instance, in south-west Australia, the minimum distance off the coast would be 15 km (off Rottnest Island), and a l ong most of the southern coast of Australia, grounding would occur at approximately 35 km from the beach (Schwerdtfeger 1979) . Stabilizing an iceberg for processing at these near-open ocean si tes is far from a trivial ocean-engineering problem, although presumably it is a manageab l e one. Finally, it should be mentioned that even if the iceberg arrives nude at the site, it 'viII immediately have to be surrounded by some sort of a baffle so that the fresh mel t water wi 11 not mi x with the sea-",ater.
Recent experimental "'ork by Huppert and Turner (1978) suggests that the oft-quoted scheme suggested by Isaacs of surrounding an iceberg by a shallow curtain ",hich woul d catch the 10W-densi ty meltwater after it flows up along the iceberg walls will not work because of intense mixing. This is a most interesting subject as it also has oceanographic consequences. Fortunately, Dr Huppert wi 11 discuss these matters during this conference. Clearly, processing and docking are complex problems that require addi tional attention. Protection 00 you have to protect an iceberg from me 1 ting duri ng to",in g? Probably not on a tOlv to Australia, if Job ' s calculations (1978 [a ] and [b] , ScllIverdtfeger 1979), ",hich are based on the best simulations carried out to date, are near target; he estimates a loss of 50% during the 2-to 3-mon th tow. It shoul d be mentioned here that making realistic combined towing and melting calculations is diffi cult as the geophysical factors involved in towing are complex, and the complexities of the melting process itself have only recently begun to receive adequate attention. Nevertheless, even on an Australian tOlv, an efficient, inexpensi ve protection scheme could be instrumental in saving mos t of the 50!, of the iceberg that would otheI"lvise be l ost.
Protection is essential for tows north of the equator, 2J1U particularly for those to sites such as Saudi Arabia.
Othenvise the complete iceberg will have melted well before the delivery site is in vie",.
For instance, in July, the tow ",oul d have to traverse over 5 600 km with water temperatures higher than 20°C (mUCh of the route is actually warmer than 25°C (Oenner 1978) ).
Rough calculations presented by Iveeks and Mellor (l979) suggest that, even neglecting the appreciable melt losses south of the 20°C isotherm, the iceberg will have melted completelyon the 104 th day of a 128-day voyage.
Can an iceberg be effectively, efficiently, and economically protected? Some people think so; for instance, Hult (1978) favors the use of protective fabrics to retain a cold boundary layer agains t the ice .
Others (Husseiny 1978) have suggested the use of foamed insulation. r chaired a panel at the Iowa meeting that considered this genera l problem . It was concluded that both plastic fjIms and wraps would be difficult to handle and maintain under the severe envi ronmental conditions that can be expected in the Southern Ocean. The task of protecting the near-vertical 2110 to 250 m-high sides of an iceberg under tOlv is formidable as the physi cal hazard of operating near these ice cliffs is extreme.
It should be remembered also that both the sides and the bottom of the iceberg requi re protection.
In the light of recent' advances in engineering, it would probably be foolish to state that protecti on could not be achi eved. 1!00vever, 1 do not know hOl" to do it and I do not know anyone else who, havlng had experience with real icebergs, believes that he has an ansl<er.
J f iceberg to\"ing ha s an Achilles' heel, this may ",ell be it, in that, if protecti on is not possible, then tOl,S to northern hemisphere sites are also impossible.
Propulsion
Can large icebergs be towed? In principle the answer is yes.
Performing an adequate simulation of this process is not easy, as a perusal of the papers by lieeks and Campbell (1973), Hult and Ostrander (1973), and Chirivella and Miller (1978) should convince you.
As 1 mentioned earlier, the best attempt to date appears to be the work of Job (1978 [a] and lbJ) IVho took a large number of factors into consideration.
Such simulations should be up-dated continuously as our knowledge of the di fferent factors involved improves.
There appear to be two main problems in towing.
Firstly, all simulations agree that the power requirements for such tOlvS are large and are beyond the capability of the largest exis ting tugs. A number of exotJ.c methods have been suggested to help in the genhration of the large bollard pulls required (feathered padd l e wheels, drogue parachutes, osmotic propulsion, kedging, even 'Self-propulsion (Husseiny 1978)). Generally, hOl,ever, it is felt that relatively standard procedures (i.e. tugs) would probably be used to initiate a tOlving operation. Mellor l1980) has revieweu this overall problem, pointing out that as tug size increases, the thrust/power ratio invariably decreases, giving a supertug less than half the efficiency of small tugs. TIle simplest solution to this problem would be to use multiple small tugs to start a tow, decreasing their number as the tow proceeds. This procedure would also help resolve another problem:
that the safe working load of the largest available wire rope is 3! times less than the force required to move a usefulsized Antarctic iceberg.
Secondly, the other main propulsion problem is the operational difficulty of carrying out such a tow.
The Southern Ocean is a formidable location, even when one is not tied to an iceberg. Ive (Weeks and ~Iellor 1979) have talked to a number of people and obtained varied opinions of the operational difficulties. On the whole, it was felt that towing operations were possible although they would not be easy, and that the bes t way to appraise prob l ems realistically 1V0uld be to experiment with test tows on a modest scale using several techniques. I ceberg properties
In his keynote address to the Iowa meeting, I!enri Bader (1978) pointed out, with his usual insight and rapier-like lVit, that the authors of the early papers on iceberg water had largely neglected the physical properties of real icebergs . I, for one, plead gui 1 ty. However, in my defense, let me point out that many of the important iceberg characteristics that should be known are not known.
This can be seen in the paper of Iveeks and MelIor (1978) , in which we tried to make amends to Henri by co 11 ecting as much gl aciological data as lVe could find that was pertinent to iceberg water and assembling it in one paper convenient to the non-specialist (another highly useful recent reference is Robe (1980) ) . Note that WE' invariably used ice properties collected at iceshelf sites (many times from sites located some distance from the ice front) to describe calved icebergs, as nothing was known about the internal state of real tabular Antarctic iceber~s, particul arly those that had dri fted to locations in the vicinity of the Antarctic convergence. Fortunately, we will have some observations on real Antarctic icebergs reported to us in a few minutes .
There are several reasons why we should be interested in the properties of icebergs. Firstly, the upper portions of tabular icebergs are composed of snow (permeable to fluids), with the snow-ice transition occurring at a depth of 40 to 60 m, depending on the exact site of origin of the iceberg. This snow layer must be considered by those who propose to form unlined lakes on the upper surface (very leaky) or fix towing bollards in the snow (very weak unless properly installed). Also, if the snowice transition occurs below the water line, sea-water will be able to percolate into the upper part of the iceberg, raising its salinity and presumably decreasing its strength. Secondly, many icebergs contain flaws such as cracks and crevasses that sea-water exploits t o speed their break-up (Robe and others 1977) . Whether such flaws are intrinsic to all Antarctic icebergs, or whether icebergs can be selected that are structurally sound, is unknown . Thirdly, questions have been posed (Weeks and Mellor 1978) concerning the stability of icebergs of greater than a certain critical size when exposed to long-period swell. It is not encouraging to note that intense storms in the Southern Ocean are the sources of much of this type of swell . We will soon hear of field observations relating to this general problem. One thing is certain: some large icebergs survive for years in the open ocean and sail far to the north on their own.
In the African, Australian, Pacific, and South American sectors of the world ' s oceans, icebergs have been sighted at latitudes of 34°, 42°, 40°, and 30 0 S ., respectively (Burrows 1976) . Do these survivors have some special characteristic? No one knows.
I would guess that iceberg integrity may well be iceberg water ' s second Achilles ' heel.
It will be di fficult enough to tow an iceberg that stays intact.
If an iceberg spli ts and splits and splits, the tow-er will have a tough time keeping things glued together. Also, each additional fracture gives water a place to work at, further weakening the ice mass.
Iceberg selection
It is always nice to end on a high note and, as remote sensing of snow and ice masses has developed rapidly in the last few years, I am able to do so. By the time that an iceberg-water scheme could become operational, it seems like l y that NASA will have launched an operational synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system into a polar orbit. Although the exact specifications of such a system are unknown, its resolution would almost certainly be 50 m or less (adequate for iceberg tracking). The operation of such a system would allow the l ocations of icebergs to be determined every few days during all weather and ligh t condi tions. The SAR data could also be supplemented with visual or near-infrared observations via Landsat when clouds and light permit.
Presumably, once the field of potential tow-ees has narrowed by natural selection to a few candidates, an on-site inspection would be made using one or more varieties of a radio echosowlding system. It is known that such systems can locate the presence of crevasses and other flaws.
Whether or not it can locate critical W eeks: Iceberg water an a ssessmen t flaws (if there are any) remains to be determined. In summary, when it comes to iceberg reconnaissance and selection we appear to be in good shape. Another important aspect of remote sensing will be in selecting the best route for towing. Because of the very slow response time of a towed iceberg, strategies for crossing storm systems ,,,ould have to be implemented days in advance of the actual arrival of th e storm. Another important potential problem, which can be handled through the application of space technology, and possibly even turned to a tow-er's advantage, is the formation and migration of large (-200 km) rings and eddies in association with prevai ling current s ys tems (Campbell and others 1980). As current velocities as gre at as 1.5 m/ s have b e en observed in the rings, and velocities of 0.5 m/s are common, these phenomena cannot be ignored.
CONCLUSION
If my analysis of the difficulties that must be confronted and resolved is correct, iceberg-water advocates certain ly have e nough problems to keep themselves occupied for some time to come. Is iceberg water a real possibility or just a pipe dream? If it can be ascertained that large icebergs will stay intact during a tow of several months, then iceberg water may indeed prove to be an interesting al tenlati ve water source for southern hemisphere si tes such as Aust ralia. How attractive this alternative is will depend upon the overall economics of the complete scheme, a value that has not yet been determined. Before si tes north of the equator such as southern California and Saudi Arabia can be considered as possibilities the protection problem must be solved . This is, in my opinion, a tall order.
Normally, in a paper SUdl as the present one I would conclude by regaling you with a long list of important research proj ects that must be carried out (part of my plan to keep glaciologists fully employed). HOI"ever, I note with some relief that this subject will be addressed by one and all during the clOSing session. It ",ould be unseemly of me to beat you to the punch by listing all your favorite unresol ved prob lems; therefore I wi 11 not do so ! Besides, we will not know what is unresolved until we listen to the technical papers that will start as soon as I stop.
